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Purpose of the Report:  
  
This paper has been developed to provide an update regarding the contingency plan 
relatiing to the continuing work to address the significant challenges faced by the 
Children & Young Peoples Services (C&YP).  

 
 

The temporary service model described at the June and July Trust Board is in place 
and is operational.  A new Trust wide rota is in place to operate the temporary model 
at Pilgrim and is populated for August and early September 2018. 
 
 
The paper describes the contingency plan and provides details of the enabling works 
to enable the contingency plan to be activited in the unlikely event that the temporary 
service model at Pilgrim hospital fails.   

 
 

 

The Report is provided to the Committee for: 
 
 

 

Information   X Assurance   X 
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Summary/Key Points: 
 
In order to update the Committee, the paediatric directorate reports that: 
 

 The temporary service model has been in place and operational since 6th August 2018 
at the Pilgrim hospital, Boston 

 

 Contingency plans have been developed for implementation in the event that the 
temporary service model fails. The enabling works for the contingency plan is in six-
stages which includes decanting to the former microbiology building, Safari and 
Rainforest wards in order to create space on the 4th floor of the tower block which may 
also provide future capacity for the service. 
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Report to the Health Scrutiny Committee   

31st August 2018 
 
2 Purpose of the Report 

  
 This report is intended to update the Health Scrutiny Committee in relation to 

current contingency plans relating to the temporary paediatric service model at 
Pilgrim hospital, Boston.  
 

3  
Body of report  

 
 To update the Committee regarding progress of the plan: 

  
 
1. Contingency and future capacity plan 

 
Contingency planning focusses on the need, in extremis, to centralise the paediatric 
service and the consultant led maternity service onto the Lincoln County Hospital 
site. The plan continues to be developed as learnings from the temporary model are 
identified. 
 
The current contingency plan is based on a six-stage build process, dictated by the 
estates team (appendix 1), this plan would decant space to the former microbiology 
building, and in addition, Safari and Rainforest wards are moved in order to create 
space on the 4th floor of the tower block.  
 
The provision of additional beds and space at the Lincoln site will constitute the 
contingency plan. The build and reconfiguration will not become obsolete with any 
future model as the programme provides potentially future capacity to be realised in 
terms of bed numbers and space requirements. The build plan is summarised in six 
stages;  

 
 Stage 1 - during August and early September the opening of 8 x paediatric 

in-patient beds displaced from Pilgrim into Rainforest ward, thereby  
increasing the bed capacity on Rainforest ward from 19 to 24 beds, 
 

 Stage 2 - Minor alterations undertaken to convert the existing side rooms on 
Nettleham ward, Maternity wing, 2nd floor, tower block to birthing rooms to 
accommodate the displacement of birthing rooms at Pilgrim, 

 
 Stage 3 – Conversion of Nettleham ward to accommodate 8 x maternity 

beds displaced from Pilgrim,  
 

 Stage 4 – Relocation of the current breast services from 4th floor tower block 
to the refurbished “old” microbiology block in order to create additional space 
/ potentially create space for a Midwifery led unit,  

 
 Stage 5 – The maternity wing on the 4th floor to be vacated November 2018.  

The addition of 5x Neonatal cots from Pilgrim to Neonatal unit at Lincoln 
(space exists currently for the additional cots), 

 
 Stage 6 - Digby ward alterations undertaken to potentially create a 28 x bed 
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decant ward with provision for isolation beds.   
 

 
2. Timeline 

 
The timeline of the build is from August to November 2018, undertaken in sequential 
stages.   

 
  

3. Project Plan  
 
The formal, strategic project plan and audit trail detail the contingency plan stages.  
All relevant risks, mitigations and impact of costs in relation to the Trusts financial 
position are cross referenced to the risk register in order to “close the loop” in terms 
of governance assurance. 
 
 

 
 
 
Dr Neill Hepburn 
Medical Director 
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Appendix 1  
 
Contingency Plan 
 

 

LANCASTER WARD

(LCHAL01)

SAFARI

WARD

(LCHAN02)

NETTLEHAM WARD

(LCH0C06)

BREASTCARE

SERVICES

(LCH0C08)

MICROBIOLOGY

(LCH0S03)

RAINFOREST WARD

(LCHAL01)

DIGBY WARD

(LCHAU02)

NEONATES

(LCH0C10)

6

 Increase bed capacity on Rainforest Ward from 19 to 24 beds to

accommodate displacement of 8-10 paediatric beds from Pilgrim.

August / September 2018

 Convert 4no side rooms on Nettleham Ward to birthing rooms to

accommodate displacement of 4no birthing rooms from Pilgrim.

August / September 2018

 Minor alterations on Nettleham Ward to accommodate 8no maternity

beds displaced from Pilgrim.

August / September 2018

 Relocate Breast Services from Lincoln Mat Wing 4th floor to newly

refurbished old Microbiology Block.

November 2018

 Vacated Mat Wing 4th floor becomes available November 2018.

Refurbishment requirements would be subject to functional content yet to be

determined from Clinical Activity Plan.

 Alterations & improvements to Digby Ward to create a 28 bed decant

ward with provision for a number of isolation beds.

Under the current proposals this is not dependent on or critical to any Paediatric

moves from Pilgrim - timing to be confirmed.

United Lincolnshire Hospitals NHS Trust

Lincoln County Hospital

Greetwell Road
Lincoln

LN2 4AX

Tel: 01522 512512

Hospitals
NHS Trust

United Lincolnshire

 Alterations / improvements

to Digby Ward to create a 28 Bed

decant Ward with provision for a

number of isolation beds.

(Assume circa £100k    )

 Increase bed capacity on

Rainforest Ward from 19 to 24 beds.

August / September 2018.

(Circa £40k    )

1

 Relocate Breast Services

from Lincoln Maternity 4th floor to

newly refurbished old Microbiology

Block. November 2018

(Circa £1.2m    )

 Vacated Mat Wing 4th floor

becomes available November 2018.

Refurbishment requirements would be

subject to functional content yet to be

determined from Clinical Activity Plan.

(Assume circa £100k   )

4

5

 Is Safari Ward required for temporary Midwifery Led Unit?

 No. Safari Ward should remain as is.

 How many Paediatric beds would potentially be displaced from Pilgrim

to Lincoln?

 Pilgrim Paediatric beds are currently capped at 10no therefore an

allowance for 8-10no. would be sufficient.

 Can the additional 8-10 paediatric beds be accommodated on Lincoln

Rainforest Ward?

 Yes. The STP figures for Rainforest give an average occupancy of 14.8.

Rainforest currently has 19 beds but this can be increased to 24 beds which is

considered sufficient to accommodate the additional 8-10 beds displaced from

Pilgrim.

 How many Pilgrim births are to be accommodated at Lincoln?

 The clinical modelling suggests that a potential extra 800 births p.a. could

be displaced from Pilgrim to Lincoln which is a 40% increase over the current 2000

births p.a. at Lincoln. STP occupancy figures for maternity beds and birthing rooms

at Lincoln are currently 30 and 13 respectively which, with a 40% uplift, would

increase to 42 & 19 respectively. By introducing improved discharge and bed

management process these numbers may be reduced to totals of 38 & 17

respectively.

 Can the additional Pilgrim births identified above be accommodated

within Lincoln Nettleham & Bardney Wards?

 Yes. Bardney Ward currently has capacity for 13 birthing rooms with no

potential for increase however, with some reconfiguration, Nettleham Ward could

provide capacity for the extra 4no MLU birthing rooms which would achieve the

required total of 17no birthing rooms spread across Bardney & Nettleham Wards.

With some further minor alterations Nettleham Ward could also meet the need for a

total of 38no maternity beds.

 Can the additional Neonatal Cots from Pilgrim be accommodated on

the existing Neonatal Ward, (Mat Wing 6th floor) at Lincoln?

 Yes. From the current STP figures the average neonatal occupancy at

Lincoln is 14-15 Neonatal Cots whilst the Ward has capacity for 19 cots which was

agreed as being sufficient for displacement of 4-5 Neonatal Cots from Pilgrim.

Future expansion of Breast

Care Unit to accommodate

incoming increase in

demand. (Circa £500k   )

Bed numbers  / occupancies stated are based on current STP figures.*

*

*

*

8-10no        Paediatric beds

displaced from Pilgrim to

Lincoln Rainforest Ward.

Mat Wing 2nd Floor Mat Wing 4th Floor
 Minor alterations

on Nettleham Ward to

accommodate 8no

maternity beds displaced

from Pilgrim to Lincoln.

August / September 2018

(Circa £20k   )

All costs stated are approximate Estates Enabling Costs and exclude

any additional equipment costs and VAT.*
*

**

 4no. existing side rooms

on Nettleham Ward converted to

birthing rooms to accommodate

displacement of 4no         MLU

birthing rooms from Pilgrim.

August / September 2018

(Circa £30k   )

*

2

3

*

*

*

**

**

4-5no        Neonatal Cots

displaced from Pilgrim to

Lincoln 6th floor.

**

Mat Wing 6th Floor

Neonatal Ward occupancy at Lincoln currently

14-15no cots         with a total capacity for 19no

cots. This means there is sufficient spare capacity

to take a further 4-5no neonatal cots from Pilgrim

with no need for expansion or alteration.

**

P
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